
Bible Quiz Specialties by Wilmore Computer Associates
Sold to:            Include church name and full shipping address below:

QTY Description Cost each QTY 10+ Total
Classic Mini-Portion [4.25x5.5 in.] that fits most pockets. Heavy white covers 
and heavy pages for extra durability. All quotes are underlined. Verse reference 
in each page header. Pronunciation guide, and month by month material & 
quote list. 44 pages. 1.65$       15.00$     -$         

QTY 5+

50.00$     
Quote Flash Cards Each quote is on a small [1.25x3.75in] card with the text of 
the quote on one side and the reference and all of the different ways the quote 
can be asked as a one-part quote on the other. Each card is hole-punched and 
a ring is provided to keep the cards together. The words necessary to make the 
passage unique as a 2-part quote are in red, while unique words within the 
quotes are in italics.  48 cards. 3.25$       27.00$     -$         
Laminated Quote Sheet 8.5x11 page with all of the current FM quotes. Color 
coded with words necessary to prejump in red. Unique words within the quote 
passages in italics. Table of repetitive verses and first words. 2.00$       17.50$     -$         
Rules Full copy of Free Methodist Bible Quiz Rules in a small form factor 
[4.25x5.5]. Handy for captains to carry during tournaments for making 
procedural appeals. 1.00$       9.00$       -$         
Paper Copy - Practice Questions Single Church License. 120 total practice 
rounds. 8 months, 5 practices per month is 40 total weeks. 3 rounds per 
practice is 120 rounds. 17+ questions per round with mini-scoresheet on each 
page. These questions are re-cycled and carefully edited from three different 
sources from the last 25 years to match the current scripture edition and 
question style. 60.00$     n/a -$         
Electronic [Editable/MS Word] Copy - Practice Questions Single Church 
License. 120 total practice rounds. 8 months, 5 practices per month is 40 total 
weeks. 3 rounds per practice is 120 rounds. 17+ questions per round with mini-
scoresheet on each page. These questions are re-cycled and carefully edited 
from three different sources from the last 25 years to match the current scripture 
edition and question style. 60.00$     n/a -$         
Paper and Electronic [Editable/MS Word] Copy - Practice Questions Single 
Church License. 120 total practice rounds. 8 months, 5 practices per month is 
40 total weeks. 3 rounds per practice is 120 rounds. 17+ questions per round 
with mini-scoresheet on each page. These questions are re-cycled and carefully 
edited from three different sources from the last 25 years to match the current 
scripture edition and question style. 70.00$     n/a -$         
Quizmaster's Portion - Single "Conference" License  - Includes full text of 
material with quotes underlined, a simple word concordance, and a copy of the 
current rules formatted to fit in an 8.5x11 binder.  Electronic delivery only. 
Purchase one license for each copy you intend to make. 
For sale only to Conference or Regional directors. 1.50$       n/a -$         

Submit payment to: 
Wilmore Computer Associates; 3826 Northampton Drive; Lexington, KY 40517

Coaches' Portion: large-print, spiral-bound [8.5x5.5] portion with full 
concordance and lists. All FM quotes are underlined. Verse reference or 
concordance word in each page header. Unique, double and triple lists; people, 
places, and number lists; pronunciation guide, repetitive phrase list, full text 
quote list, and more. 120 pages. 11.00$     -$         
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